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What has changed since 2020?



What has changed since the 3rd GDIC?

• 2020- World’s focus was COVID 19

• 2022- World’s focus is the Environment

• The business case of the environment is now so 

compelling that businesses or governments that doubt 

it are in the minority and failing e.g. Australia

• The only Development that now makes sense is Green 

Development



UNESCO Report Learn for our planet: a 
global review of how environmental issues 
are integrated in education
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000377421

https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000377421


UNESCO 2021: How environmental 
issues are integrated in education

Numerous logistical, social and political barriers to 

inclusion of environmental content in education were 

identified, suggesting the importance of lifelong 

learning and how peace and environmental 

sustainability need to advance together. P 9

• https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf00003774
21



How can development be green?



What is happening 
here?

• Architecture

• Business/Marketing/Accounting

• Education

• Engineering- Civil, Mechanical, Chemical, Petroleum

• Environment Science

• History

• Languages

• Law

• Mathematics

• Political Science (National and Regional)

• Social Sciences



What is happening 
here?

• Environmental Impact?

• Biodiversity?

• Sustainability of infrastructure?

• Overseas investment?



Green Development is 
interdisciplinary

• English-speaking universities have struggled 

with interdisciplinary thinking

• Communication across disciplinary boundaries

• Different terminology

• Same terminology means different thing

• Eg ‘analyse’ in history vs chemistry



Universities’ Role: Research

➢Green Development= Interdisciplinary research 

➢ Interdisciplinary research thinking is hard

❖ Discipline depth needed

❖ Communication across disciplines is needed

➢ Research environment nurtures 

interdisciplinary projects and interdisciplinary 

thinkers



Universities’ Role: Teaching & Learning

• Universities’ teaching role prepares students to:

➢ Learn deeply, richly, passionately

➢Research with a capacity to understand

❖inside the field

❖outside the field



Universities’ Role: Community Outreach

• Universities preparing students to:

➢Engage as citizens in sophisticated thinking 

regardless of their degree program

➢Engage passionately in Green Development

➢ In interdisciplinary teams



The problem is, how do we, as 
Universities, facilitate 
interdisciplinary thinking that 
enables Green Development?



Researcher Skill Development (RSD)

• Framework, designed for Individual development

❖ Cognition

❖ Attitudes

❖ Freedom to learn

• May be used to conceptualise 

❖disciplinary thinking

❖Interdisciplinary connections and thinking



RSD (Continued)

• Learning community development

❖ Cognition

❖ Disposition

• https://www.adelaide.edu.au/melt/ua/media/7

71/rsd7_15april2018.pdf

• Main site www.melt.edu.au

https://www.adelaide.edu.au/melt/ua/media/771/rsd7_15april2018.pdf
http://www.melt.edu.au/






Key Questions that the RSD asks 
researchers, teachers and 
learners

• What is our purpose?

• What will we use

• What do we trust?

• How do we arrange?

• What does it mean?

• How do we relate?



Incremental Growth of Research Thinking

Progressive revisiting the same skill set:
• in varying contexts
• with increasing degrees of rigour, conceptual demand
• can become a thinking routine (Ritchhard and Perkins, 2008)

22
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https://link.spring
er.com/book/10.1
007/978-981-15-
2683-1

Open Access

https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-981-15-2683-1


https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/978-
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Green Development & Uni Roles: Summary

• Green Development requires university staff, 

students and graduates with interdisciplinary 

thinking

• Interdisciplinary thinking is difficult to facilitate



Green Development & Uni Roles: Continued

• Interdisciplinary thinking needs to connect

❖teaching, learning and research

❖thinking between disciplines

• Disciplines work together on interdisciplinary 

Green Development

• Needs a conceptual framework in common

• Consider the Researcher Skill Development 
framework.



Terima kasih!

Questions?

• These slides are available at 
https://melteducation.wordpress.com/

• Discuss there with others the key themes of the 
presentation

https://melteducation.wordpress.com/
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UNESCO Recommendations

• More emphasis should be given to environmental 
themes in education, with a particular need to expand 
integration of climate change and biodiversity. 

• à Environmental learning should be integrated across 
the curriculum, with a holistic pedagogy that goes 
beyond an exclusive cognitive knowledge focus and 
aims to engage students socially and emotionally and in 
action-oriented learning and participation. 

• Education sector plans should include environment-
related themes to show high-level prioritization, impact 
the direction of learning content as well as promote 
whole-sector approaches to sustainability.  p10



Specialized topics: climate change and 
biodiversity

• A lack of specific treatment of climate change or 
biodiversity as specialized topics was evident in most of 
the international studies reviewed. Given the 
accumulating evidence of the mass extinction of 
species (Barnosky et al., 2011) and the 5th Assessment 
of the IPCC on climate change (IPCC, 2014), this is 
surprising. 

• There is a lack of treatment of climate change or 
biodiversity as specialized topics, and some textbooks 
are misrepresenting the science of climate change.P
19



Cognitive, affective and social 
elements in equal measures
• The cognitive elements for learning and teaching 

are non-controversial

• They relate to University Educators, School 
Teachers and students Kindergarden to PhD

• Over years, we have worked to distil central 
questions

• What is our purpose?

• What well we use?



What we do when teaching, learning & 
researching?

Key Questions Key Actions Key Dispositions Key Thinking

What is our 
purpose?

Embark & Clarify Curious

Empathetic

Purposive thinking

What will we use? Find & Generate Determined Informed thinking

What do we trust? Evaluate & Reflect Discerning Astute thinking

How do we 
arrange?

Organise & 
Manage

Harmonising Harmonising 
thinking

What does it 
mean?

Analyse & 
Synthesise

Creative Insightful thinking

How can we 
relate?

Communicate & 
Apply

Constructive Externalised 
thinking



• Pentagon with many ways to embark

Ask

Ask and clarify

Ask questions

Define problem

Clarify need

Determine aim

Specify project

Hypothesise

Question

Critique

Determine topic

Frame 
question/problem/need

What is my question?

What is my goal?

Some ways that others have phrased how students 
‘embark and clarify’ for a range of learning contexts



What is our purpose?

Question
Critique
Determine topic
Frame question/problem/need
What is my question?
What is my goal?

Ask
Define problem
Clarify need
Determine aim
Specify project
Hypothesise
Question
Critique
Determine topic
Frame question/problem/need
Set goal



Models of Engaged Learning & Teaching 
Facet in Pentagon form

When in doubt, go to the centre…

Communicate & Apply

How do we relate?

What is our purpose?

Embark & Clarify



Adapt the MELT to a context you are involved in

Ask

Ask and clarify

Ask questions

Define problem

Clarify need

Determine aim

Specify project

Hypothesise

Question

Critique

Determine topic

Frame 
question/problem/need

What is my question?

What is my goal?

Some ways that others have phrased how students 
‘embark and clarify’ for a range of learning contexts



Embark and clarify?

• How do you ask students to ‘embark’ in a specific 
context?

• Use a strong verb if possible

• One verb or short phrase at a time

https://answergarden.ch/1124632





Extent of Autonomy based on
• Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal 

Development 
➢ Model, scaffold, fade

• Closed to open inquiry
• SOLO taxonomy

Emulate Improvise Initiate



Organize
&manage

Analyse&
synthesis

Evaluate 
& reflect

Communicate
& apply

Facets of research



‘When in doubt, return to the centre’



‘When in doubt, return to the centre’



‘When in doubt, return to the centre’



Learning Autonomy
Willison, Sabir & Thomas, 2017







Research Skill Development framework





Research skills can be effectively developed in 
content-rich courses
Research skills are at risk of deteriating if they were 
not subsequently explicitly developed.










